Kansas, UNC
join the party
The Jayhawks and Tar
Heels, a pair of college
basketball blue bloods,
earn berths in the Final
Four. Sports
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Officials
downplay
Biden’s
remark
In Europe, reaction
to comment about
Putin more mixed
By Emily Cochrane,
Chris Cameron
and Lara Jakes
The New York Times

In 2011, U.S. Rep. Elijah Cummings of Baltimore rearranges the flowers left on the stairs at the house where his nephew Christopher Cummings, a junior at
Old Dominion University, was shot to death. Elijah Cummings died in 2019. STEPHEN M. KATZ/STAFF FILE

Lawyers: ‘Speedy trial’
rights have been stripped
Attorneys in 2011 Norfolk murder case say state
high court’s orders allow prosecutors to drag feet
By Peter Dujardin
Staff Writer

NORFOLK — Lawyers representing three defendants in a
high-profile Norfolk murder case
contended Friday that the Virginia
Supreme Court has in recent years
unlawfully stripped defendants of
a constitutional right.
The state’s highest court began
issuing a series of “emergency

orders” — stemming from the
pandemic and related lockdowns
— in early 2020 that essentially
waived defendants’ rights to have
their cases heard in a timely way.
The orders, these attorneys
maintain, violate the constitutional
guarantee of a “speedy and public
trial by jury” afforded in the Bill of
Rights.
“It is unconstitutional on its
face,” one of those attorneys, Emily

M. Munn, said. The right to have
cases heard quickly, she said, is
“a bedrock of our society” and “a
cornerstone of the American criminal justice system” that can’t be
simply set aside.
The attorneys are representing three of the four defendants arrested in August and
charged in the June 2011 slaying of Old Dominion University
student Christopher Cummings
at an apartment near the school.
Cummings was the nephew of U.S.
Rep. Elijah Cummings, D-Maryland, who died in 2019.

The defendants are charged
with first-degree murder, conspiracy to commit murder, malicious
wounding in the shooting of
another man and various other
charges.
Their lawyers contend that
beginning in 2020, the Virginia
Supreme Court has unfairly
removed the key mechanism
— the ticking time clock — that
forces prosecutors to get cases to
trial. They also assert, that because
Norfolk prosecutors know the
Turn to Trial, Page 4

New ride offers thrills in Williamsburg
Busch Gardens debuts Pantheon, dubbed
the world’s fastest multi-launch coaster
By Em Holter
Staff Writer

JAMES CITY COUNTY — For
150 thrill-seeking seconds, Busch
Gardens Williamsburg promises a ride fit for the gods with its
newest, highly anticipated addition: Pantheon.
The coaster, dubbed after the
Roman temple to the gods, opened
to the public Friday as the world’s
fastest multi-launch coaster.
With four launches, five air-time
hills, two inversions, a 95-degree
drop and speeds as high as 73

mph, carriages with as many
as 20 people will race through
five sections of track named for
Minerva, Jupiter, Mercury, Pluto
and Neptune.
The location of the coaster offers
those riding to view the rest of the
park, including its Rhine River,
from its tallest point, according to
Jonathan Smith, Busch Gardens’
corporate vice president of Rides
and Engineering.
“It’s a once-in-a-generationtype of ride right here,” Smith said.
Turn to Ride, Page 4

Turn to Ukraine, Page 4

With its name, the much-anticipated Pantheon evokes the “speed and
strength of five of the greatest Roman gods” — Pluto, Mercury, Jupiter,
Minerva and Neptune, whose powers are all reflected in aspects of the
track. COURTESY OF BUSCH GARDENS WILLIAMSBURG

ODU offers housing, help to refugee families
Program includes
English lessons, job
placement assistance
By Caitlyn Burchett
Staff Writer

Old Dominion University
launched a program this month
to help resettle refugee families
by offering housing and intensive
support services to one family at
a time.
The university, which moved its
first refugee family from Syria into
an apartment on campus the week

of March 14, is the first in the state
to participate in the Every Campus
a Refuge resettlement program.
The family members, whose identities ODU declined to release as a
safety precaution, will reside on
campus for up to eight months.
“The idea is that the college
campus provides a network,”
said Jennifer Fish, a professor of
women’s studies at ODU who has
worked for a year and a half to
establish the program on campus.
“On a college campus, there are so
many resources to draw from. It is
a truly immersive process.”
The ECAR program was

WASHINGTON — Administration officials and lawmakers
stressed Sunday that the United
States was not seeking regime
change in Russia over President Vladimir Putin’s invasion
of Ukraine despite President Joe
Biden’s comment that the Russian
leader “cannot remain in power.”
Capping a series of diplomatic
summits in Europe, Biden delivered a speech Saturday in Poland
about the war in Ukraine. An
apparently ad-libbed remark at
the conclusion of his address —
“For God’s sake, this man cannot
remain in power” — quickly
eclipsed the rest of his speech.
Government officials — from
the White House to senior
lawmakers on Capitol Hill — were
quick to say that the remark was
not intended as a call for a regime
change, underscoring the precarious effort to punish Russia for
attacking Ukraine while avoiding
an escalation in the war.
On Sunday, U.S. officials were
still trying to walk back the
comment.
“We do not have a strategy
of regime change in Russia or
anywhere else, for that matter,”
Secretary of State Antony Blinken
told journalists in Jerusalem after
meeting with Israel’s foreign
minister, Yair Lapid. “In this case,
as in any case, it’s up to the people
of the country in question. It’s up
to the Russian people.”
Julianne Smith, the U.S. ambassador to NATO, told CNN’s “State
of the Union” that Biden’s remarks
were “a principled human reaction” to the Ukrainian refugees
he had met in Warsaw. But, she
insisted, “the U.S. does not have a
policy of regime change in Russia.
Full stop.”
Senior lawmakers maintained a
similar position Sunday, with Sen.
Jim Risch of Idaho, the top Republican on the Foreign Relations
Committee, saying he wished
Biden “would stay on script.”
Risch said that even suggesting
regime change would inevitably
“cause a huge problem,” calling the
remark a “horrendous gaffe” in an

founded in 2015 by Diya Abdo,
an English professor at Guilford
College. Since the program’s
inception, Guilford has hosted
66 refugees, with an additional 16
Afghan evacuees in 2022.
As part of the resettlement
process at ODU, the family will
receive intensive English lessons
to prepare them for life in the
United States. Volunteers will also
help family members apply for
jobs and find housing off campus.
Commonwealth Catholic
Charities will provide guidance
on resettlement procedures, core
services and funding.

A team of student, faculty and
community volunteers support
the program. Jennifer Ditona, a
Ph.D. student at ODU, will oversee
the day-to-day aspects of hosting
the family as it settles into a new
life in Hampton Roads. Aided by
a translator, Ditona serves as the
point person to assist with the
family’s immediate needs.
“If there is anything they need,
if they need to go somewhere, if
something happens — I am the
person they call. I take them to
appointments, I help them get
Turn to Refugees, Page 4

Back to normal for
Hollywood’s gala

After last year’s scaled-back
show, the Oscars returned to
the big stage. To see who shined
brightest, see Page 10 and visit
PilotOnline.com.
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Jury acquits Va. cop who shot man with stun gun
Associated Press

FAIRFAX — A northern Virginia jury on Friday
acquitted a police officer who was charged with
misdemeanor assault after
firing a stun gun at an
unarmed Black man who
appeared disoriented.
Fairfax County Police
Officer Tyler Timberlake
was charged with assault in
June 2020 after bodycam
video showed him arriving
and quickly firing his stun
gun at Lamonta Gladney

after other officers spent
several minutes trying to
persuade him to get into an
ambulance to go to a detox
center.
Bodycam footage shows
Gladney had been wandering on a residential street.
After shooting Gladney
with a stun gun, Timberlake
then used his knees to pin
Gladney to the ground and
punched him in the back of
the head as Gladney cried
out. Timberlake then used
the stun gun again, pressing
the device into the back of

the man’s neck.
News outlets reported
that Gladney had PCP in
his system, according to
drug tests.
Timberlake “had been
involved in a lot of arrests
for PCP,” Timberlake’s
lawyer, Brandon Shapiro,
said after the verdict. “He
recognized it right away.”
Shapiro said expert testimony showed people high
on PCP can quickly become
violent.
Fairfax Commonwealth’s
Attorney Steve Descano

issued a statement Friday
saying he was disappointed
in the verdict, but not
surprised.
“My standard is doing
what I think is right to
hold people, including law
enforcement, accountable
for their actions,” he said.
He also said that “(t)rue
justice will be achieved
when my Black and brown
neighbors don’t have to fear
for their well-being when
they leave their homes.”
When Timberlake was
arrested, he was criticized

by his then-police chief,
Ed Roessler, who called
the use of force a violation
of department policy that
ignored “the sanctity of
human life.”
Roessler’s criticism
prompted the Fairfax
Fraternal Order of Police to
call for his resignation.
Gladney has filed a civil
suit against Timberlake in
federal court.
The current Fairfax
County police chief, Kevin
Davis, said in a written statement after the verdict that

he respects the jury’s decision and the department
will now work to conclude
its internal investigation.
“Policing in America is
difficult,” Davis said. “So
much of our success as a
police department is dependent upon community
partnerships. We understand and accept the scrutiny associated with our
profession. Our commitment to deliver world class
and constitutional policing
services to our residents
remains our top priority.”

Trial
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delays aren’t being held
against them, they have
dragged their feet on setting
trials.
Under the Sixth Amendment to the U.S. Constitution, “the accused shall enjoy
the right to a speedy and
public trial, by an impartial
jury of the State and district
wherein the crime shall have
been committed.”
The constitution doesn’t
define “speedy,” leaving that
to the states. Under Virginia
law, prosecutors have five
months from an indictment
to bring jailed inmates to
trial — nine months if they
are not in custody.
Delays caused or agreed
to by the defense — also a
primary reason for slow
dockets — aren’t held against
prosecutors. But a failure by
the prosecution to abide by
the rules can lead to inmates
being released or their
charges dismissed.
In the Cummings case,
it took Norfolk detectives
10 years to bring charges.
But it’s been more than
seven months since the four
defendants were indicted in
August.
Because the men are
being jailed pending trial,
the deadline to get the case
to trial typically would have
expired two months ago.
In this case, trial dates have
only begun to be set.
No r f o l k A s s i s t a n t
Commonwealth’s Attorney Madeline Woodruff
responded that before
setting the trial date, prosecutors were attempting
to “streamline the process”
by pushing to hold one trial
with four defendants rather
than four separate trials.
But that decision required
a hearing before a judge, and
prosecutors contend it was
actually defense lawyers
dragging their feet on the
hearing that was ultimately
held Friday.
“Unfortunately, court
dockets strained by the
Covid-19 pandemic, scheduling conflicts and outright

Ukraine
from Page 1

otherwise good speech.
“The administration has
done everything they can to
stop escalating — there’s not
a whole lot more you can do
to escalate than to call for a
regime change,” he said on
“State of the Union.”
“I’ll walk it back right now
— that is not the policy of the
United States of America,” he
added.
Sen. Rob Portman, R-Ohio,
said on NBC’s “Meet the
Press” that the comment
“plays into the hands of

Ride
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The 180-foot-tall coaster,
in the park’s Festa Italia
village, is accessible via a
bridge over a set of train
tracks.
The coaster propels
riders along the track with
bursts of speed and multiple sensations of weightlessness, at one point
slowing to a stop before
going backward up a vertical section of the track.
Riders get lifted out of
their seats 15 times during
the backward and forward
launches.
From the moment the
yellow-and-teal cart leaves
the station, riders are met
with the first of four speed
bursts — one that sends
them straight into many
corkscrew turns. As the
cart crests the hill, anticipation lingers for a moment
before riders are sent back-

A Facebook photo of Christopher Cummings, who was shot
and killed near Old Dominion University in 2011.

refusal among the five attorneys involved in the case
have made setting a court
date for the joinder hearing
a very difficult task,” Woodruff wrote.
“Every one of the dates
proposed by the Commonwealth has been
turned down by
one of the four
defense attorneys
on account of court
date conflicts, vacation days, or medical procedure,” she
added.
The prosecutor Dooley
showed Norfolk
Circuit Court Judge
David W. Lannetti
a stack of emails
between her office
and five defense
lawyers that she
said showed a “good
faith effort” by pros- Doyle
ecutors to set the
hearing.
An attorney for a fourth
defendant was successful in
getting a five-day trial scheduled for June, and Lannetti
asked another attorney why
he didn’t take it upon himself
to “set the trial date” himself.
But the defense lawyers
contend that trial dates is
traditionally the prosecution’s job to spearhead, and
that Norfolk prosecutors
in this case did not take the

normal steps to begin that
process.
Munn, who represents
Javon Doyle, cited the
Magna Carta, a foundational document of basic
human rights. It says in part
that no one will be “denied
or delayed” justice.
“Virginians were
trailblazers in the
effort to promptly
memorialize the
rights that Americans demanded in
their new republic, and the right to
a speedy trial was
among the most
important and earliest ones,” Munn
wrote in a filing.
Munn contended
the
Virginia
Supreme Court
orders to “toll
speedy trial” — or
stop the clock from
ticking — has no backing in
law. Such a “blanket denial of
a constitutional right cannot
stand,” she said, saying the
pending charges against her
client should be dismissed.
Nathaniel Chapman, a
Norfolk lawyer representing Ahmad Watson, one of
the other men charged in
the slaying, also asserts that
the high court’s orders are
unconstitutional.
“The Virginia Supreme

intended for them,” he said.
Woodruff countered that
by stopping the clock on
speedy trial, the Virginia
Court does not have the Supreme Court simply
authority to summar- “acknowledges the strain
ily disregard our right to a the pandemic has put on the
speedy trial ... guaranteed Virginia court system which
under the U.S. Constitution,” has made it far more difficult
he said at Friday’s hearing.
than usual to meet regularly
“Life has resumed,” Chap- scheduled deadlines.”
man said, saying that restauShe said a determination
rants, business and
that a defendant’s
schools are back.
Sixth Amendment
“But guess what’s
rights have been
not going on? The
violated is “detercommonwealth is
mined by a four-facnot setting a trial
tor test” the U.S.
date for my client.”
Supreme Court
The lawyers
outlined in a prior
point out that
case.
many trials have Edwards
That includes the
gone forward in
length of the delay,
Norfolk in recent
the reason for it —
months, albeit with
including whether
pandemic-related
it was a deliberate
protections in place.
attempt by proseJurors have been
cutors to “hamper”
reprimanded for
the defendant’s
failing to show up
case — as well as
for jury duty. It no Watson
whether the defenlonger makes sense,
dant asserted the
they say, to give prosecutors right, and the “prejudice to
such an easy out.
the defendant” by the delay.
Eric Korslund, who
Applying those factors to
represents defendant the Cummings case, WoodRashad Dooley, said the ruff said, makes clear there’s
Virginia Supreme Court no violation.
tolled the speedy trial rules
Lannetti, who has not
“for the court’s purpose” — made a ruling, is now in the
to help everyone deal with position of having to rule on
the pandemic — “not for the whether the state’s highest
(prosecution’s) purpose.”
court issued unconstitu“It’s disingenuous ... for tional pandemic orders. If he
the (the prosecution) to rely rules the orders were lawful,
on this order that wasn’t the attorneys are expected to

Vladimir Putin,” although he
described the speech as “very
strong, despite the ad-lib at
the end.”
The chairman of the
Senate Intelligence Committee, Sen. Mark Warner, D-Va.,
echoed comments from the
White House.
“It is up to the Russian
people to determine who is
going to be in power in the
Kremlin,” he told CNN.
Rep. Michael McCaul of
Texas, the top Republican
on the House Foreign Affairs
Committee, said “the fact is,
anytime the United States has
said — spoke out for a regime
change, it hasn’t worked out

so well.
“I know it was off the cuff,
but whatever the president
says, it carries a lot of weight,”
McCaul said on “State of the
Union.”
He said the remark threatened to overshadow the push
to send additional military
assistance and other aid to
Ukraine in its fight against
Russia.
European officials reacted
with a mix of rejection and
admiration.
The French and British governments distanced
themselves from Biden’s
remarks and the prospect of
regime change, while others

welcomed his blunt tone.
“I wouldn’t use this kind of
words,” President Emmanuel Macron of France said
in a television interview
Sunday after he was asked to
comment on Biden’s speech.
He said he hoped to obtain
a cease-fire and the withdrawal of Russian troops
from Ukraine through diplomacy.
“If we want to do this, we
mustn’t escalate,” he said,
“neither with words nor with
actions.”
Britain’s government took
a similar stance.
“I think that is up to the
Russian people,” Nadhim

Zahawi, education secretary,
said Sunday, when asked
if the British government
thought Putin should go.
But Italian officials and
commentators had a more
favorable view of Biden’s
remarks.
Biden had used words
“that must make Putin clearly
understand that he has to
stop,” the foreign minister,
Luigi Di Maio, said on Italian
television.
He said Biden made “a very
clear speech; he used resolute
words. But let’s remember
that on the other side, Putin
uses bombs.”
Jacopo Iacoboni, an Ital-

ian journalist and a critic of
the Russian government who
usually opposes Di Maio’s
party, the 5-Star Movement,
agreed.
“You might criticize Biden
in many ways, but is there any
European leader who says,
clearly, this simple truth?”
he wrote on Twitter. “Putin
cannot stay in power.”
Maurizio Molinari, director of the La Repubblica
newspaper, wrote in an
editorial that Biden’s words
reflected the objective of
the pro-Ukraine coalition.
“Sanctions will stay in place,”
he wrote, “as long as ‘the war
criminal’ stays in power.”

Refugees

“My main goal with my
research and this entire
thing is that I want it to
last,” Ditona said. “I also
want to see it spread to other
Virginia colleges and universities.”
To establish the level of
support needed to launch
the ECAR initiative at ODU,
Fish built an alliance that
pulled together resources
from departments across
the campus, including the
Office of Housing and Residence Life, Center for Global
Engagement, Women’s
Studies Department,
English Language Center,
Graduate Program in International Studies and Office
of Intercultural Relations.
“The Office of Housing
was vital because we had to
rely on them to provide the
space,” Fish said. “The most
important thing was the
physical space.”
Establishing the partnerships took time, but once
the pool of resources came

together in January, it took
just two months for ODU
to accept and welcome its
first family. Fish, acknowledging the emerging crisis
in Ukraine, expects they will
be the first of many.
In just the last month,
more than 3 million people
have fled Ukraine amid the
ongoing Russian invasion,
according to the United
Nations Refugee Agency.
“During COVID, we were
focused on just surviving
during the pandemic, but
the refugee crisis remained.
And now, we are starting
this under yet another crisis
— the Ukrainian crisis,” Fish
said.
To get involved with refugee resettlement on ODU’s
campus through direct
volunteer support or giving,
contact Ditona at jdito001@
odu.edu.

In June 2011, a Norfolk forensics investigator collects evidence from a shooting that killed Old
Dominion student Christopher Cummings. STAFF FILE PHOTOS

ward toward the ride’s
tallest peak. The wind
whistles as the cart plummets to the bottom of the
peak in a stomach-dropping dive and then whips
across the track.
For the park’s senior
director of design and engineering Suzy Cheely, who
has spent the past 30 years
overseeing the behind the
scenes of numerous park
projects, the ride is a great
addition. The Pantheon
took several years to plan,
design and construct, she
said. It’s the park’s eighth
roller coaster, joining
Loch Ness Monster, Apollo’s Chariot, Alpengeist,
Tempesto, Verbolten, Griffon and Invadr.
“We’re just so happy that
it’s open and we can’t wait
to see all the faces of our
guests as they come off the
ride,” Cheely said. “I think
everyone’s going to love it.”
The concept of the ride,
one of three in the world,

including those at Universal Studios and in China,
began in 2018. Following the design efforts,
construction began in 2019
with the hopes of opening
in spring 2020, park President Kevin Lembke said.
Then the pandemic
arrived.
With closures followed
by limited admissions, the
park waited it out. Now,
Pantheon debuts in time
for the spring and summer
season.
“This is one of the
premier coasters in the
world,” Lembke said. “I
couldn’t be more thrilled.
This is years of hard work
and it’s amazing to see it all
come together.”
For more information,
visit buschgardens.com/
williamsburg.
Em Holter,
757-256-6657,
emily.holter
@virginiamedia.com
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jobs. I over see their daily
needs,” Ditona said.
Through fundraising and
donations, the ODU team
provided the family with a
fully furnished apartment,
as well as “little pieces to
make it more homey and
familiar to them,” she said.
Ditona volunteered for
the initiative as part of her
doctoral research studies,
which will be used by the
Women’s Studies Department to further the program.
She has more than 15 years
of experience in documented trauma and community health issues.
To prepare for the Syrian
family’s arrival, Ditona
trained her team of student
volunteers to be able to
respond to mental health
needs — what experts refer
to as “triple trauma” — often
experienced by refugees.

take their argument to U.S.
District Court in Norfolk.
Also Friday, Lannetti
ruled that there would be
four separate trials in the
Cummings case.
The
prosecution
contended that one large
trial would help with “judicial economy,” saving time
and expense and sparing
key witnesses from having
to come to court four times.
But defense lawyers
contended they needed
to be able to confront the
witnesses against their
clients, such as grilling them
on the stand. They can’t do
that, they said, if they are all
co-defendants in the case
case.
“Judicial economy, or
the convenience to the
c o m m o nwe a l t h , c a n
never trump a defendant’s
rights,” said Asha Pandya, a
Norfolk lawyer representing
Kwaume Edwards, saying
one joint trial would lead to
“mistrial after mistrial after
mistrial.”
In the end, Lannetti sided
with the defense.
Watson’s trial date is now
set for September. The trial
dates for Doyle and Dooley
haven’t yet been worked out.
Edwards already has a fiveday trial date set for June
after Pandya pressed the
issue earlier.
Peter Dujardin,
757-247-4749,
pdujardin@dailypress.com

Caitlyn Burchett,
caitlyn.burchett
@virginiamedia.com

